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INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL LAUDS DEMONSTRATION

At a meeting Wednesday night in Houston Hall, the Interfraternity provi-
dency council praised the following resolution concerning the sit-in in College Hall.

The council called for "reinforcement of the Student Senate's resolution and enforce-
ment of the university's decision to remove all armed personnel within College Hall.

The demonstration was peaceful, the council said, and the students were patriotic.

DEMONSTRATORS ASK THAT CLASSES DISMISS SIT-IN ISSUES

The College Hall demonstrators have asked that all of today's classes be

speeches be delivered to a demonstration in the hall and the students inside be

the University Science Center, and the faculty's responsibility to students and

The request was voted on at the Wednesday morning session in College Hall 310.

GOLDENBERG LECTURES TONIGHT ON CAMPUS

The Hon. Arthur J. Goldberg, former Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court and Ambassador to the United Nations, will give the time.

Robert C. McCormick Professor of Journalism, will speak at 8 p.m. in Hefford Hall. He will discuss the recent changes in international relations.

WORLD STUDENTS FORM COUNCIL TO DEAL WITH UNIV.

At a meeting Wednesday night in Houston Hall, the Interfraternity presi-
dent announced that he would sponsor a series of nine in-

Tonight Bennett Union Board will sponsor the first of a series of nine in-

At the meeting, students urged he (Continued on page 2)

STUDENTS AND FACULTY DISCUSS TENURE AND PROMOTIONS

Representatives of the Faculty Senate Advisory Committee held a two-hour meeting Wednesday night to discuss the tenure and promotion policies of the university.

The committee members were concerned about the lack of standardization in the process and the lack of communication between the departments and the senate.

The committee called for "a re-

The center agreed that the university had to continue to work on the problem of tenure and promotion.

The committee also recommended that the senate establish a special committee to study the issue more thoroughly.

Students will be involved in the process and will be asked to provide feedback.

CRO CONSIDERS REVENGE CURFews

The Committee on Residence Operations (CRO) Wednesday considered rev-

The committee voted to recommend the curfew system be continued and that the university look into alternative methods of enforcing it.

The committee also discussed the possibility of implementing a curfew system in other areas of the campus.

1,000 SIGN MARCH 4 PETITION

As of Wednesday, The Daily Pennsylvania has received 1,000 signatures on a petition asking the university to consider the resignations of the college town of Philadelphia. The petition was started by the students of the university and is now circulating campus-wide.

The petition calls for the university to look into the issue of housing and the need for more affordable options.

The students will be given the opportunity to voice their concerns at a meeting to be held in the university center.
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Students distribute white arm bands which identify supporters of the demonstra-
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Academic, the relationship of government and the university, and the implications of the sit-in.

The meeting was open to the public.
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By JOHN LATINO

In a letter to the faculty of the University of Pennsylvania, the students who sit in College Hall are calling for a sit-in to protest against the appointment of a new president. They claim that the University is not adequately representing the students and that the new president is not qualified for the position.

The students also claim that the sit-in is necessary to prevent the University from becoming a "nationalized" institution. They argue that the University should be more responsive to the needs of the students and that the new president is not sensitive to their concerns.

The sit-in is also a response to the recent appointment of Dr. Robert J. Rutman as the new president of the University. The students are concerned that Rutman is not a good choice for the position and that he is not representative of the University's values.

The students have been working closely with the SDS to plan the sit-in and are calling on other institutions to support their cause. They believe that the sit-in is a necessary step in order to ensure that the University is truly representative of the students' needs.
Thursday, February 20, 1969

**WANTED AIRCRAFT SIMULATOR PILOTS**

We need pilots to participate for a few hours per week in the development of a demonstration program for an aircraft simulator also used at the University. Subsidy will be paid for state residents.

Please contact the Graduate Research Pilot of an aircraft. Subjects will be paid.

For further information come to Room 617 in the Graduate Research Pilot of the Main Hall of U.S.A. 

(Risk 6:17. 1969.)

**AIRCRAFT SIMULATOR**

**Why is this girl scratching?**

Dr. Zalman Garfield

**What loathsome disease afflicts these people?**

For further information come to Room 617 in the Graduate Research Pilot of the Main Hall of U.S.A. 

(Wanted) Male or Female with the right one. If the releases don’t function easily, they need readjustment.

Don’t get caught in a bind.

By TERRANCE MCCARTY and JACK D. SMITH

The wild and remote mountains, plateaus and jungles of the western United States, California, and Mexico are the actual sites for the testing of aircraft. Subjects will display overconfidence.

Don’t get caught in a bind.

Refreshments Will Be Served

Gala semester premiere Friday night at 10 College Hall

All New Show! (following "Victims of Amnesia at 9")

**Schafer Skit Tips**

**Discuss and Experience Sensitivity Training**

Dr. Larry Kraft

February 24 8:30 P.M.

Dr. Zulman Garfield

Mr. Larry Kaiden

Mr. Larry Shulman

College Hall

Room 200

**Sensitivity Training.** Monday, Feb. 24, 8:30 P.M., HJI. Room 200. Refreshments Will Be Served.

**Why doesn’t this man pander to pizza addicts? Why is this girl scratching? What loathsome disease afflicts these people?**

**PAINT**

Gala semester premiere Friday night at 10

The Brush

All New Show! (following "Victims of Amnesia at 9")

**KNIGHTS PROGRAM**
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THE UNIVERSITY FORUM FRESHMAN YEAR STUDY

The University Forum wishes to investigate experiences of undergraduates in their freshman year at the University, with the intention of making constructive recommendations for all specific ways in which the freshman experiences can be improved. The Forum wants to "personalize" this university. Here is your chance to communicate with those who can present findings and conclusions to those who ultimately have the power and the authority to make changes. You are asked to respond to any or all of the areas of concern and feel your replies and suggestions with Dr. Roland Frye and Mr. Joseph Cooper, care of the Office of the Vice-President for Student Affairs. All students, regardless of sex, year, academic standing, or school are invited to respond. In responding, consider your own experiences and the representative experiences of other freshman. "Grips" may be in order, and positive suggestions for improvement certainly will be. Please remember that when the Forum begins to consider this matter, specific criticisms and recommendations will be more helpful than blanket condemnations and endorsements. Your assistance will be much appreciated in this attempt to make Pennsylvania as an even greater haven for students of all ages, from high school to graduate level. The University will be more than a university to the students of Pennsylvania and the nation.

Orientation Procedures:

Registration and Course Selection:

Teaching:

Advising:

Dormitories and Living Conditions:

PHYSICIAN STUDENTS

MEET ANOTHER MEET THE FACULTY

ACUTE AUTO RENTAL

CASE AUTO RENTAL

CAR & TRUCK RENTAL

BA 2-4250

4220 Locust Rd

Price: $19.00 per day

Coffee • 3:00-4:00

FREE

NIGHT SALE

FORMAL WEAR

RESERVE NOW

EV 2-2928

RESERVE NOW

UNIVERSITY CITY TRAVEL

PHILADELPHIA HOLIDAY INN
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Mr. Doan:

Dear Mr. Doan:

Just once and for all—will business admit that it does make mistakes? Over and over again we see the major corporations stepping out of crisis as they cover up flaws. Somehow the "ethics" always seem to get lost in the rhetoric.

Several notable cases come to mind, the most recent being the much-publicized affair of the General Motors Gheddaf versus Ralph Nader. Here Big Business exposed itself as being oversensitive to criticism—especially a criticism in its ignorant attack on its critics. Surely, while we don't expect Big Business to face up to its mistakes, we can expect a rational consideration and not merely a cover-up job.

Yet the Nader episode is not unique. One recalls a similar overreaction—and this time by the chemical industry—toward Rachel Carson's exposé on indiscriminate uses of insecticides. The big business reaction was similar to the fits of the Big Business defense in the 19th century: an overthe-top portrayal of the realities of the funeral business was equally bitten—not so much against the author's arguments in "The American Way of Death" but against the author herself. In some of those instances did business admit its imperfections on its own accord. Only public pressure—and the fear of continued negative publicity—was enough to move pasties that the products they use are hazardous, bug sprays and casket costs.

It's instances like those prove business is responsible for the myth that it sees only the facts it wants to see. It's instances like those that reinforce the notion that business is in reality an amoral entity that maximizes the ends—the ends being monetary profit. It's as if Mammon himself had updated the business code of ethics.

Twentieth Century Big Business appears to be nothing more than a reincarnation of the Robber Barons of the 19th century. The current "anticapitalist" society is just a new stage in the market ringings its has 1961 counterpart in G.E. and Westinghouse price fixing. We have our Billie Sol Estes and our Bobby Bakers. Today's business covers anything from mutton to bristles, kickbacks, company self-help, and tax cuts increasing the places of Big Business. The "ethics" of Big Business have created a situation wherein itself—industrial hygiene—has also been imitated in the implementation of Dupont's "ethics" committee. The Big Business is becoming more and more blatant in today's age of the 10-ounce giant economy size.

Thus, when college youth are asked, "What's right with Big Business?" they reply, "Nothing" and "What's wrong with Big Business?" Very little, it seems.

Sincerely,

Stan Chess

WHO CARES ABOUT STUDENT OPINION?

BUSINESSMEN DO.

Three chief executive officers—The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company's Chairman, Russell DeYoung; Bookspan, a Chemistry major at Ohio State, with Mr. Doan; and President, H. D. Doan, and Motorola's Chairman, David M. Butler, in Electrical Engineering at the University of Michigan; or Mr. Doan, Dow Chemical,Midland, President, The Dow Chemical Company—have committed themselves to meeting student spokesmen. In the course of the entire Dialogue Program, forward to Mr. DeYoung. Goodyear, Akron, Ohio; Mr. Doan, Dow Chemical, Midland, President, The Dow Chemical Company, Mortimer, Connecticut, with Mr. Doan; and Mr. Gaivan, Motorola, Franklin Park, Illinois, as appropriate.

Mr. Doan: Big Business does not put itself out as a place where wrong actions or ethics are not subject to scrutiny or valid criticism. But in making value judgments of the "rightness" or "wrongness" of business, I question whether isolated instances are definitive criteria.

Critical judgments should be made in perspective with the phenomenal growth of our national economy since the end of World War II: a period during which our gross national product more than tripled to approximately $740 billion last year.

This growth has resulted from a continuous effort on the part of the business community to respond both to society's demands, and its needs. On the one hand, technology's advances lead to greater and greater performance through advances in technology. Similarly, society's needs prompt extensive research for the development of completely new products— which creates the additional profit-making opportunities essential for the nation's economic growth—while satisfying a social purpose.

The measles vaccine developed at Dow is an example. The benefits to society from planned inoculation programs multiply, in astounding geometric proportions. Not only is the total incidence of measles greatly reduced, but the overreaction to a potentially harmful virus will suffer the crippling mental defects which before destined many to a life of perpetual care in institutions.

Human lives are being saved, their usefulness unimpaired, while millions of dollars are freed for reallocation to other uses.

The focus on profit-making products to serve definable social needs reflects the times just as the community's needs always affect standards of ethics. In this less-than-perfect society in which we live, we have industry, education, and society, and virtually every other segment of the community—unfortunately harbors those who cheat and scheme to gain their personal ends. It's probably rather remarkable that our times have not produced more Billie Sol Estes and Bobby Bakers. But usually they are found out in simple, honest, human actions. Certainly their conduct cannot be regarded as anything business any more than the activities of the S.O.S. on various campuses speak for the majority segment of the student body.
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Here’s one card from the establishment that no student will ever burn.

TWA 50/50 CLUB
Youth Fare Card
Young fares to help you
CPE Card # 1-12-18, Exp. 12-19, 1958
Here Warren Maures
Alger Tiv Clev
Tampa, Fla. 33601

TWA 50/50 CLUB
This identification card entitles member to purchase transportation for self and subject to approved assignment prices.

It’ll give you a great trip on your spring vacation.

It’s TWA’s 50/50 Club Card. And if you’re between the ages of 12 and 21, it entitles you to fly TWA anywhere in the United States at half-fare (and it’s good for discounts on most other airlines too). Now the time to get one, so you can take off on your spring vacation. Fly skiing, fly swimming, fly home, fly anywhere. TWA flies just about everywhere. See your travel agent, TWA Campus Representative or stop by the local TWA office. Forget about classwork and fly TWA somewhere at half-fare. Even if your parents approve.
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Brennan supports socially active court

By Joan Reder

Associate Justice William J. Brennan, Jr., stressed the importance of a socially active Supreme Court on March 4 goals.

The Supreme Court over the last 25 years, Brennan asserted, "has made more fundamental changes in American society than at any time since John Marshall's tenure as Chief Justice."

Scholars who see "deeply troubled" by the court's "succession of radical departures" have advanced three types of arguments cited by Brennan.

Some scholars, he continued, have argued that the court is incapable of acting effectively. They complain that the court does not have the fact-finding machinery which is available to other branches of government. They argue that the court must limit itself to questions of law, and need not reach a valid decision.

Brennan answered that charge by noting the court does "a great deal to prevent effective action." He stated that judges, in such instances — in many cases, the federal govern- ment — are subject to the same criticism.

He said the Supreme Court, in doing the "best it can," is preferable to no governmental agency doing the job at all.

Replying to charges that the judi- cial process results in decisions that delay action, Brennan said, "the court does "the best it can," is preferable to no governmental agency doing the job at all."
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Opposition grows to ABM system

Jackson charges Nixon still plans ABM sites

Players will act written drama

Michigan Phi Ep coeds to live in house

Scheiweer sees draft reform but no quick end to system

WASHINGTON — Sen. Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.), said today that his Senate Administration and Labor Committee is facing a tough job in weighing the controversial antiballistic missile (ABM) system.

Jackson, recogized the Senate's opposition to the system, and in a wide-ranging interview, he said that his committee would not be able to make a decision this year.

"A lot of us think the plan is not being considered," he said. "I mean, it's not a serious plan."

Jackson said the committee is considering a revision of the ABM system.

"It means that we have an opportunity to make a serious decision," he said.
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Meet a new kind of thing called Club Bastille. A vacation-parties-nightlife-the works type of activity for men and women who really don't need other members. Anyone who opens a book gets it. What are you going to do with the time you have to settle down. You have the rest of your life to settle down.

Subscribing members immediately begin receiving a new, upscale magazine called Twenty-Five. Featuring top material by well-known writers, artists and cartoonists, Twenty-Five is clearly not a "club newsletter." The club part comes in a special news insert in members' editions.

What's in it for charter members?

A couple of guarantees to remove any of your lingering doubts: The $10 membership fee is bound to climb in a year or so it may double, it may triple, who knows? But if you sign up now, as a charter member, it will stay where it is for five years. You still have a few $10 dues left while other members go who knows how much higher. Also, if the end of the year you can't afford as much as your initial fee, if Club Bastille doesn't give you the satisfaction for a good up-front in your life, you will get a $5 free membership card to pass on to a friend. You have the rest of your life to settle down. What are you going to do with the time you have to settle things up? The answer is on the coupons.

Ten bucks says you'll swing better with us.
Melodiosan rates raves after big squash victory

With one thought, to make Perm the ten nearly a thousand letters to high him along the way.

For the academic lowdown on the kid.

Be returned and anyone who shows up to play basketball in the state has a personal visits and phone calls.

Time on a kid who's not getting in.

There's no sense wasting a phone call to the high school office.

Writers out of the state. He's written....

Fieidhouse Digger was worried. The 18-0 (thus far this season) have to be winning. One of the reason's he wins, and is a strong favorite to repeat because they're so close to each other, a good shot at the best high school team in the country.

He is linked to a wink that is sort of humor is warm and a biting satirical tone to try to fire

Home than on the court. On Tuesday it was defense that won the money. Anyvay you look at it, though, the real story of the last 10 games was the average improvement over the course of the year.

The fencers realize that a win is very important to clear the boards and start a winning streak. They're getting close to winning the Ivy League prize.

...prince of the apple towns...

That's why DYLAN THOMAS called himself... others call him the King of the Coasts and Lyons.

As a result of this, the story is now beginning to take on a life of its own. The best place to find out about it is from the letters of the people who have been writing down their own experiences.

In some ways, Dick Phelps is basketball's Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. When he's coaching his teams, especially this year, I'm in the mood to try to figure out what's going on in his head.

To do this, he uses a form of introspection that seems to be very successful. It is the halding that he is so focused on.

The key is believing in the future and that each one of them is going to be an integral part of it.

When they begin to think about winning, one of the reason's she wins, and is a strong favorite to repeat...

To do this he uses a form of introspection that seems to be very successful. It is the halding that he is so focused on.

The key is believing in the future and that each one of them is going to be an integral part of it.

We split the first two games, then I knew he was tiring and that he was saving his energy for the fifth game.